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Over 22.6 meters, 
the gravitational 
redshift is only 
5x10-15, but the 
Mössbauer effect
with the 14.4 keV
gγ−ray from iron-57
has a high enough 
resolution to detect 
that difference. 
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Image courtesy of NASA and the ESA.Note to self: this is the Compton Scattering
Image from F04 of 8.13/8.14.  
Image courtesy of MIT Junior Lab staff.



MIT Course 8.033, Fall 2006, Lecture 14
Max Tegmark

Practical stuff:
• Good news: Hubble telescope gets stay of execution
• Resnick vs. French

Today’s topics:
• Electromagnatism I
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Let’s look at Einstein’s 1905 paper again!



(From 8.02T S05)

Why of this form?



(From 8.02T S05)



Why relativity and electricity implies mag- 
netism 

We know that the force F on charged particle of charge q in an 
electric field E is 

F = qE, 

independent of the velocity u of the particle. 

We can rewrite this equation in a mathematically equivalent way 
using Cvect ors: 

where IF is the force Cvector, U is the velocity Cvector and M is 
the 4 x 4 matrix 

The 4th component of t h s  equation reads P = qE . u, so P = F . u 
as should be. 



Let's Lorentz transform to a frame S' moving with with velocity 
v = Pc in the 2-direction: 

4 4 -1 4 IF' AIF = -AMU = -AMA A U  = -M'U' 1 

where the transformed matrix is 

Plugging in our M-matrix above, this gives 



FIELD LINE INTERPRETATION



This shows two things. First we see that, hardly surprisingly by 
now, the E-field is picks up some y-factors - specifically, EL = Ex 
whereas EL = yEy and EL = yEZ. Second, we see that new terms 
appear in the matrix that don't correspond to an E-field! The 
component M23 would also become non-zero if we transformed to 
a frame moving in a different direction. So to be able to describe 
the general case, we need to introduce more field components in 
M. It's easy to show that the upper left 3 x 3 block of the matrix is 
antisymmetric regardless of how we Lorentz transform, i. e., Mll = 

M22 = M33 = 0 and M32 = -M23, M13 = -M31, M21 = -M12, SO 

we simply need to keep track of the three quantities M23, M3i and 
M12. We could denote these three numbers by whatever symbols 
we want - let's call them B,, BY and B,. This means that, by 
definition, the M- mat rix takes the form 

Plugging this back into equation (1) now gives 

F = q(E + u  x B), (3) 

for the first three components, i.e.,  the famous Lorentz force law 
from 8.02! The 4th component gives P = qE - u = Fu as should 
be. 

In conclusion, starting with a pure electric field in S, we found 
that in St, the force on our particle will also depend on its velocity 
according to equation (3), i. e., there is a magnetic field! 



r Having figured out that these three new components correspond to 
a B-field, let us now use equation (2) to derive the transformation 
properties of an arbitrary electromagnetic field: 



Key formula summary 

Lorentz force law: 

Lorentz transforming the electromagnetic field: 





What properties are Lorentz invariant?

Integers!



The source of electromagnetic fields is matter carrying electric 
charge, characterized at  each spacetime eventy by a charge den- 
s i ty  &, t )  and a current density J(r, t ) .  

These can be combined into the current $-vector (or "Ccurrent") 

For a blob of charge of uniform density po in its rest frame that 
moves with velocity &vector U, the Ccurrent is simply 

and the total Ccurrent from many sources (say electrons and ions 
moving in opposite directions) is simply the sum of all the individ- 
ual Ccurrents. 

po is called the proper charge density. 




